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STEP 1 – Use Tasks A and B to review relative pronouns and increase students’ comfort with “of whom” and “of 

which” with quantifiers.  

 

Answers to Task A: 

1. There’s a large crowd of people that are sitting close together, so they must be at some sports event.  

2. I see dozens of people, many of whom are wearing red shirts or hats. That must be a team color. 

3. About half the people are wearing sunglasses, which must make it easier to watch the game. 

4. There are a few small children, all of whom are sitting with their parents. 

5. Everyone is wearing either a coat or warm sweatshirt, which must mean it’s a little chilly. 

6. This could be halftime. That’s the halfway point when the game stops so the players can rest and meet 

with their coaches. 

 

OPTIONAL: Ask students to write a sentence with an adjective clause using the relative pronoun “who.” 

 

Answers to Task B: 

1. This is a collection of hats, one of which is clearly for a woman. It looks like a sun bonnet. 

2. One of the larger hats is bright green, which makes it appropriate for St. Patrick’s Day. 

3. There are a number of festive-looking hats, three of which are sombreros. You can tell by their 

points and wide brims. 

4. I see a total of 18 hats, none of which are my style. I prefer simple hats like a baseball cap. 

 

        OPTIONAL: Ask students to write a sentence with an adjective clause using the relative pronoun “that.” 

 

 

STEP 2 – Encourage students to write and share their sentences in Task C. 
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TASK A. Look at the photo. Complete the sentences with words from the box. 

 
 

1. There’s a large crowd of people ____ are sitting close together, so they must be at some sports 

event.  

2. I see dozens of people, ____ are wearing red shirts or hats. That must be a team color. 

3. About half the people are wearing sunglasses, ____ must make it easier to watch the game. 

4. There are a few small children, ___ are sitting with their parents. 

5. Everyone is wearing either a coat or warm sweatshirt, ____ must mean it’s a little chilly. 

6. This could be halftime. That’s the halfway point ____ the game stops so the players can rest and 

meet with their coaches.  

 

TASK B. Look at the photo. Complete the sentences with words from the box. 

 

which 

which 

when 

many of whom 

that 

all of whom 

which    three of which 

one of which   none of which 

1. This is a collection of hats, ____ is clearly for a woman. It 

looks like a sun bonnet. 

2. One of the larger hats is bright green, ____ makes it 

appropriate for St. Patrick’s Day. 

3. There are a number of festive-looking hats, ____ are 

sombreros. You can tell by their points and wide brims. 

4. I see a total of 18 hats, ____ are my style. I prefer simple 

hats like a baseball cap. 
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TASK C. Write 2-3 sentences about things in your closet at home. Use a quantifier + of which in 

each sentence. 

 

Models:  

I own a lot of shirts, some of which I don’t really wear, so I should get rid of them. 

I have a lot of casual clothes, most of which I bought on sale. 
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